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Abstract

In this report, we present a comparison of a manual and an automatic design of

the MPEG algorithm. The manual design is discussed in [4]- The automatic synthe

sis is done using the Behavioral design Assistant (BdA). The comparison of the two

approaches results in several enhancements needed for BdA in order for it to produce

cost-effective designs. We apply these enhancements manually to demonstrate their

effectiveness.
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1 Introduction

Current tendency in user presentation is towards interactive graphical interfaces. Graphical

interfaces use stiU or moving pictures to interact with the user. It is a difficult task to have

real time moving pictures when each picture takes up a lot of memory.

The problem of high speed conflicting with big storage units can be solved using digital

signal processing algorithms (DSP) to compress the pictures. A DSP application has three

major characteristics: (1) Memory Intensive. DSP applications usually work on large input

sets such as arrays or vectors. It is not unusual that memory occupies 75-80% of the area

of a DSP application. (2) Repetition or Regularity. The function of a DSP application

is usually quite regular and is applied in a repetitive manner. (3) High Speed. A DSP

algorithm contains complex computations which are repeatedly applied on a large amount

of data.

Since the characteristics are often conflicting (like memory intensive and high speed) a

DSP application can be very hard to implement in a cost efficient manner. The designers

are also pressed for time because the market is demanding the technology. CAD tools

are therefore needed to speed up the design process. Layout and logic synthesis tools are

currently the only tools widely accepted by designers. However, these tools do not meet the

designers need for design exploration and a short turnaround time.

The next step in the evolution of CAD tools is to move to a higher abstraction level,

which is the focus of research in high level synthesis (HLS). Describing a design on a higher

abstraction level allows the designer to verify the functionality before implementation. Since

the tool is much faster than the human designer it also enhances the design exploration and

decreases turnaround time.

Today the basic elements of HLS are fairly well understood but HLS still gives inefficient

results for some application domains. One of these domains are DSP applications. HLS

does not handle high speed or memory intensive applications in an efficient way. To handle

high speed designers utilize a technique called pipelining. Memory intensive applications

need automatic mapping of variables to memory and automatic address translation.

This report wiU verify if current HLS tools can handle constraints put upon a typ

ical DSP application. The goal is to compare a manual and an automatic design of a

typical DSP application. Our example is the MPEC algorithm, an ISO standard com

pression/decompression algorithm for moving pictures. The algorithm has been manually

designed in [4] and we use the HLS tool BdA (Behavioral Design Assistant), developed at

the University of California, Irvine, to do the automatic synthesis. The comparison results

in improvements needed for BdA to handle DSP applications in an efficient manner.

We start the report in the next chapter by introducing BdA. Section 3 then discusses



the results of the comparison.

2 Behavioral Design Assistant (BdA)

This chapter contains a brief explanation of BdA, the high level synthesis tool we used

for the automatic synthesis of the MPEG algorithm. BdA is a high level synthesis system

developed at the University of California, Irvine. It synthesizes RTL structure from an

abstract high level description of a design written with VHDL behavioral constructs[2].

The output netlist consists of a controller (a J^SM; Finite State Machine) and a datapath;

both described in VHDL.

In the first section of the chapter we discuss some major advantages of using BdA.

Section 2.2 then explains the design methodology that is used in BdA and the library

used for implementations. In Section 2.3 we briefly explain the synthesis process and in

Section 2.4 we explain the usage of BdA. The last section of the chapter. Section 2.5, then

discusses a few modeling guidelines.

2.1 Advantages of using BdA

BdA offers three main advantages to designers. First, it allows the use of a standard

language, namely VHDL. Since many designers know the language quite well additional

training is not required. Additionally, by using VHDL, the designer can describe the design

on a high level and simulate it on any commercial VHDL simulator. After synthesis, the

RTL structure is also in VHDL and can be simulated with the same test vectors to check

for correctness.

Second, BdA is quite fast. It only requires a minute to synthesize a structure which

could require hours of manual synthesis.

Third, the short synthesis time results in a short design turnaround time. The short

turnaround time allows the designer to explore the design space better. The designer can

make different functional unit allocations, choose different mapping of variables to storage

modules or even change the architecture completely. The exploration allows designers to

make several trade offs.

2.2 The methodology used in BdA

High level synthesis typically uses one of three different methodologies; (a) Top-Down, (b)
Meet-In-The-Middle or the (c) Bottom-Up methodology. The methodology then imposes

the component library (CDB) used in the synthesis system.

The Top-Down methodology starts with generic components assuming some nominal

delays. The synthesis system uses these components in the synthesized RTL structure.



During post synthesis each generic component is then expanded into its netlist (stored in

the CDB) and the total structure is designed using standard cells or gate arrays.

The Meet-In-The-Middle methodology also uses generic components during the synthesis

process and the synthesized RTL structure therefore contains generic components. The

difference between the Top-Down and Meet-In-The-Middle methodology lays in the CDB

and the post synthesis process. The CDB, in the Meet-In-The-Middle methodology, contains

predesigned components as well as the generic components. During post synthesis the

generic components in the RTL structure are mapped to the predesigned components.

The Bottom-Up methodology, on the other hand, uses only predesigned components.

The HLS tool uses the characteristics of the predesigned components during the HLS pro

cess. The tool must therefore be capable of working with a variety of real components and

select the most appropriate one. These requirements imposed by the Bottom-Up method

ology make it difficult to implement a HLS tool that uses the methodology.

BdA uses the Top-Down methodology along with a generic component library called

GENUS ([4]). GENUS provides logicequations for each RTL component that is instantiated

in the RTL structure. GENUS also supplies BdA with VHDL simulation model for each of

the components. These models are useful for post synthesis simulation. The next section

explains the synthesis process of BdA in more detail.

2.3 The synthesis process .

The synthesis process known as HLS maps a behavior to structure and is performed by four

major tasks(Figure 1). The following paragraphs explain each of these tasks and the figures

contain an example of each task.

The first task is compilation of the behavioral description into an internal representation.

As Figure 2 shows, BdA uses a Control Data Flow Graph (CVTQ) as its internal repre

sentation. The figure shows that a CVTQ uses control constructs and basic blocks(BBs),

that contain VTQs, to represent a behavior. The other tasks of synthesis aU work on this

representation.

The second task is to schedule the CVTQ into states. To schedule a CVTQ means to

partition it in such a way that each partition can be executed in one clock[l]. Figure 3

shows the CVTQ that has been scheduled into two states.

BdAs scheduler is a resource constrained scheduler[3]. Which means that functional

units and the clock period must be given prior to scheduling. The schedulers goal is then

to utilize both the functional units and the clock as well as possible. At the same time it

tries to minimize the number of schedule states. BdA does the scheduling in two phases.

During the first phase the scheduler runs a list based scheduling algorithm[l] on each BB.

The second phase combines the schedules of each BB into a final schedule.
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Figure 1: Schematic showing BdAs functional blocks

The third task of HLS is the allocation. The allocation is done partially by the user

and partially by BdA. The user allocates the functional units, which is a constrain for

the scheduler. BdA then allocates registers, multiplexers and other units needed to make

a complete design. Figure 4 shows that the designer allocated one adder and BdA then

allocated two registers.

The fourth and last task is the binding. The binding is the task of mapping operators to

functional units, variables to storage units and data transfers to multiplexers or buses. This

task determines the sharing of resources and the interconnection between them. Figure 5

shows how the allocated resources are connected after the binding process.

2.4 Using BdA

The input to BdA is a behavioral description along with allocation and constraints. The

following is required to synthesize a design using BdA:

VHDL Behavioral description A VHDL file describing the function of the design. Such

a description normally contains variables, loops, conditional statements and other

behavioral constructs.

Allocated functional units The user must specify the number and type of functional

units to be used as constraints for synthesis. If the VHDL description contains some

array variables, the allocation must contain some registerfiles. Generally, if more



if a then
x:=1:
If b then

y:=x+1;
end if;

end if;

CONTROL-CONSTRUCTS BASIC-BLOCKS

: X 1

1?

Figure 2: Compilation of VHDL into CVTG (Control and BBs)

functional units are allocated then more operations can be executed simultaneously.

Array variable mapping If registerfiles are allocated the designer must indicate the map

ping between variables and registerfiles.

Clock Period The designer must indicate what clock period will be used to drive the

resulting design. If the clock is a constraint imposed by some other part of the design

it is specified to BdA. However,if the clock period is not a constraint then the designer

can experiment with the period. Generally, a long period results in a TSM with few

states and a short period results in a TSM. that has more states. Either of the two

designs may perform better because the overall execution time is the multiplication

of the number of states and the clock period.

Architecture style BdA can produce two different architectures, a mux-based and a bus-

based architecture. In the mux-based architecture BdA uses multiplexers to intercon

nect storage, and functional units. In this architecture BdA automatically allocates

the multiplexers and tries to optimize the number of mux inputs that are needed. The

bus-based architecture, on the other hand, uses busses to route data from storage and

functional units. Using this architecture the designer can put a constraint on how

many busses can be used.

Level of pipelining BdA supports three levels of pipelining. They are not pipelined, sta

tus pipelined and both control and status pipelined. However, BdA does not support

datapath pipelining.

When these requirements are fulfilled BdA can produce a RTL structure that executes

the behavior. After the synthesis, BdA allows the user to view the structure through dif

ferent results and quality metrics. Some of those are: the TSM state diagram, component
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Figure 3: Scheduling of a CVTQ into two states

utilization, component occupation of area and the synthesized netlist.

2.5 Modeling for BdA

A problem aU current synthesis systems have is called syntactic variance. This means the

resulting design depends on the style of description.
i/ a then if a then

X := 1; X := 1;
if b then end if]

y := X+ 1] if (a and b) then
end if] ?/ := x + 1;

end if] end if]

By examination we can determine that these two code segments have the same function.

The problem of syntactic variance is to find a way for HLS to produce the same design for

both of these segments. On the other hand, the syntactic variance is not the problem

of realizing that a bubble sort has the same function as a quick sort (a totally different

algorithm).

In addition, not all researchers have the same view of syntactic variance. Some say that

the code segments above are pure behavior with no indication of implementation and the

HLS tool should try to produce the best implementation regardless of the writing style.

Others say that when the designer describes the system using nested if statements the

designer is indicating a prefered order of execution (implementation hint) and consecutive

if statements is a different hint. This is the way BdA works.

BdAs internal representation is a Control Data Flow Graph (CVTQ) which represents

the design as basic blocks (BB) and control constructs. The control constructs are derived

directly from while^s and ifs in the description. If these statements are reordered the
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Figure 4: Allocation of functional units

control and BBs of the CVTQ change. BdA therefore produces different designs for different

writing styles due to syntactic variance.

This problem becomes apparent when describing the MPEG modules for BdA. We can

describe the modules in such a way that it is very hard for us to compare the resulting

structure with the manual design. However, since our aim is to compare and comment on

the BdA results we try not to do this. In order to prevent BdA from resulting in structures

very different from the manual designs we use the TSM. of our manual designs as our

guidelines when writing the models.

The main advantage of this strategy is that we do not have to worry about syntactic

variance when comparing the two designs. This is merely because we use the same writing

style in the VHDL description as in the design of the TSM for the manual design. By

comparing the TSM%^ in [4], and the descriptions, in [4], we see that the TSM is almost

identical to the writing style of the VHDL description.

This concludes our discussion of the Behavioral Design Assistant. The results of the

experiments are discussed and compared with the manual designs in Section 3.

3 BdA vs Manual Designs

In order to comment on the resourcefulness of BdA when handling DSP applications we

run BdA on all the MPEG modules except for those which were pipelined in the manual

design process. We do not run BdA on the pipelined modules because BdA can not handle

pipelining. The modules synthesized by BdA are shown highlighted in Figure 6.

In the first section of this chapter. Section 3.1, we explain the strategy for comparison
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Figure 5: Binding of operations to actual hardware

of different designs. Sections 3.2 to 3.5 contain comments on description styles, limitations,

errors and additional features for BdA. The final section contains an overall evaluation of

BdA.

3.1 Comparison strategy

Because BdA produces designs that are different from the manual designs we need a strategy

for comparing them in such a way that aU the essential differences become apparent. Our

strategy has six steps:

(1) Choose a module.

(2) Identify the most apparent difference between the two designs.

(3) Make a note of the difference.

(4) Fix the result of BdA to nullify the identified difference.

(5) Go back to (2) until no apparent difference between the two designs.
(6) Go back to (1) until aU modules have been examined.

We apply this strategy on the modules highlighted in Figure 6. It provides comments on the

description styles, limitations, errors and desirable features for BdA. The following sections

wiU discuss these comments; the order within each section indicates the critical level of the

comment. The first comment in each section is the most critical one and the last one is the

least critical.

3.2 Description styles

This section summarizes the prefered description styles in order to use BdA successfully.



Figure 6: BdA was run on highlighted modules

Case instead of If statements Generally, BdA can execute a case statement in one

state. That is if aU the different statements in the case can be executed in one

state, if statements on the other hand require one state to compute the condition

and at least one state to execute its statement. In general, descriptions using case

statements wiU result in faster designs than descriptions using consecutive if state

ments. Consecutive if statements should therefore be avoided if possible, especially

on the critical path.

Partial Result A human designer can easily synthesize the following code segment:

a := (6 -f c)(15 downto 4);

The code segment adds up the two 16-bit numbers 6 and c but stores only the 12 most

significant bits of the result into a. A human designer can easily design this in one

state as Figure 7 shows. We use a 16-bit ALU to add up b and c and then we connect

the 12 most significant bits to register a but leave the other four "Not Connected".

However, VHDL does not allow a partial result of an operation to be stored. We

State 1

Figure 7: Manual design of "a:=(b-|-c)(15 downto 4)"

therefore have to transform the code segment:



temp := 6 + c;
a := temp(15 downto 4);

Figure 8 shows the design of this code using BdA. The code segment introduces a new

variable {temp), for which BdA allocates an additional register, resulting in increase

• State 1

NC State 2

Figure 8: BdA design of "temp:=b+c;/a:=temp(15 downto 4)"

of area. Due to the dependency between the two statements, the resulting TSM will

be at least two states, resulting in increase in execution time.

3.3 Limitations

This section contains comments on limitations or restrictions that designers face when using

BdA.

Loops BdA does not handle for loops like:

for i in 0 to 7 loop
a := a + i;

end loop;

However, this problem is a limitation because the designer can work around it by

using a while loop. The loop above can therefore be transformed into:

i := 0;
while (i <= 7) loop

a := a + i;
I := i + 1;

end loop-,

When the compiler compiles the while loop into a CVTQ it wiU look something like

Figure 9. The figure shows a CVTQ that has two BBs. Since there is a dependency

between the statements in the first BB it has to be scheduled into two states. The

BB in the body of the loop has to be scheduled into two states as well, for the same

reason. This schedule means an execution of 2 + 8 x 2 = 18 states.



i:=i+1

•Ti<="i<=7"

Figure 9: BdA compilation of a while loop

During manual design we can skip the computation of the condition in the first BB.

In the body block we can change the condition to < 7 and schedule the body in one

state. The manual execution would then be 1 + 8x1 = 9 states.

In a DSP application a for loop is often on the critical path because of the Repetition

characteristic, discussed in Section 1. When the loop is on the critical path the

difference in states may lead to a violation of the performance constraint.

Memory Memory allocation is very important when designing a DSP application because

of the Memory Intensive characteristic mentioned in Section 1. The fact that BdA

does not support memories is another reason why its results are often inefficient for

DSP apphcations. In our designs we allocated registerfiles instead of memories but in

reality memories have different characteristics from registerfiles. Since memories are

usually larger than registerfiles and therefore slower they usually need several clock

cycles to perform a read or write. Memories also typically have access protocols (e.g.,

handshaking) that require extra pins which registerfiles do not need. Both of these

differences lead us to believe that allocating a registerfile in the place of a memory is

not a sufficient solution to the memory requirement of a typical DSP application.

Delay and Area/Bit parameters BdA allows the user to set the nominal delay and area

of each functional unit. These parameters are important to the designer in order for

him to set the correct values of his actual library. If these parameters are not set

correctly BdA may produce designs that wiU not work when implemented.

However, BdA has only one delay parameter and one area/bit parameter for all sizes

of muxes. The manual library, on the other hand, has different delays for 2-1 muxes

than 4-1 muxes. This limitation forces us to make an exception from using the same

values for both the manual and automatic designs. The multiplexers in BdA therefore

use the average delay of 2-1 muxes and 4-1 muxes in our manual library. This is not

a good solution, but it is the only one we have.



3.4 Errors

This section contains comments on obvious BdA errors. We define an error as a situation in

which BdA claims to do a specific thing but in reality it does not. The difference between

a limitation and an error is that we can work around limitations but not errors.

Dependencies BdAs compiler has problems with dependencies between statements within

the same BB. Since the rest of the synthesis tasks work on the resulting CVTQ they

can not produce the desired functionality if the CVTQ does not represent it. Figure 10

shows two examples where the compilation is done incorrectly. Figure 10 (a) shows
how the compiler results in an incorrect dependency. The dependency arc is from

the result of the first addition instead of the second. The scheduler may therefore

schedule the two last additions in the same state because it does not know that

there is a dependency between the two. From the correct compilation we can see the

dependency arc from the second addition. The schedule must therefore be four states

but not three. The other example, in Figure 10 (b), shows where a dependency arc

x:=1
a:=x+1
a;=a+3
c:=a+5

(a) incorTBot dependency compilation

a:=1

a:=x+3

Correct

(b) lost dependency

Figure 10: Incorrect and missing dependencies

is lost. However, BdA realizes that both operations of the BB write into the variable

a and must therefore be scheduled in separate states. Since there is no dependency



arc, BdA can not know which one should be scheduled first and chooses either one. It

may pick the addition first which results in the wrong functionality. If the compilation

is correct then there is a dependency arc between the two variable assignments. The

schedule is then trivial.

Scheduling improvements As mentioned in Section 2, BdA goes through two phases

when scheduling a CVTQ: list scheduling of BBs and composition of the list schedules.

The composition phase is an algorithm that tries to do better than just concatenate

the different list schedules. The algorithm includes two improvements; (1) eliminate

1-bit comparisons and (2) utilize all transitions between states for actions.
I

The first improvement removes all 1-bit comparisons in order to save area. As Fig

ure 11 shows, the 1-bit variable or signal is instead fed directly into the controller.

This saves the area of the comparator and might save a state that would be needed

to execute the comparison. This improvement works fine for simple if and while

conditions but when the description contains a wait until a 1-bit condition BdA does

not work, it goes into an endless loop. In order to have such a wait statement work

the variable of the condition has to be changed from 1-bit to 2-bits.

Controller Datapath Controller Datapath

(a) using comparltor (b) save area and time

Figure 11: 1-bit improvement

The second improvement uses aU transitions between states for actions, in order to

utilize time. This improvement results in a !FSM that has actions in every state on

every condition. An example of the improvement would be where an if statement

has no else clause. Figure 12 (a) shows such a CDTQand (b) shows two different

schedules for the CVTQ. One schedule is derived using the improvements and the

other is derived using no improvements. Figure 12 (c) then shows the two execution

paths (true or false condition), of the TSMs. When the condition is true both

schedules take 5 states to execute but the improved schedule saves a state when the

condition is false. It is therefore only on the non critical path that the improvement

decreases the execution from 4 to 3 states.



(a) CDFG

SG_0 - SG_1 T1<=*x=0-

SG_1 1 SG_2 a=1
0 SG_3

SG_2 - SG_3

SG_3 - SG_4 x=0

'SG_4 - SG_0 y=x+1

SG_0 - SG_1 T1<='x=0'

^SG_1 1 SG_2 a=1
0 SG_4 x=0

SG_2 - SG_3 b=a*2

SG_3 - SG_4 x=0

SG_4 - SG_0 y=x+1

(b) FSU table

T1<=-x=0- T1<=*x=0*
a=1 (nothing)
b=a*2 x=0

x=0 y=x+1
* y=x+1

5 clocks 4 clocks

T1<="x=0" T1<="x=0"

a=1 x=0

b=a*2 y=x+1

^x=0
v=x+1

, , , ,

5 clocks 3 clocks

(c) 2 execution paths

Figure 12: Transition utilization improvement

Generally, the input to the second phase of BdAs scheduling is typically a simple

schedule like the one shown in Figure 12 (b). In this case, BdA realizes that there is

a transition that is not used (underlined) and moves the action of the next state up

to utilize it. In our example the improvement moves the action of state SGJi onto

the false condition of state ^G-l. The action of state SG-Z is now performed in two

different states and saves a state when executing the non critical path.

This improvement should not add any new states. The former empty transition and

the state from which the action was moved should both have the same next state,

see Figure 12 (b). The results from BdA, however, sometimes contain different next

states for these two actions. This error results in a bigger JT^SAlbut the functionality

is preserved.

No range check on bit_vectors VHDL does not allow different bit size vectors to be

assigned to each other and neither does BdA:

PO : process
variable i : bitjvector{l downto 0);
variable j : bit.vector(3 downto 0);

begin
i '•= j', Not allowed

end process]

The problem is in BdAs compiler how does not give an error message in such a case.

The synthesis stops and reports either a memory fault no error at ah. It is very hard

for the designer to find an error if no error message is available.



3.5 Additional features

This section contains features that have to be added to BdA before it can successfully

handle DSP applications.

Datapath pipelining One of the DSP characteristics mentioned in Section 1 is the Speed.

This characteristic imposes a strict time constraint on many DSP applications. Since

many of the MPEG modules can not meet their time constraint without being pipelined

it is crucial that BdA can handle such datapath pipelining. In [4] we discuss a general

methodology for datapath pipelining.

Scheduling* among BBs In order toexplain scheduling among BBs let us use an example.
Figure 13 a shows a typical CVTQ that needs to be scheduled. Let us start by

drawing a graph like Figure 13 (b) where each node contains an operation and each

arc represents a data or control dependency. We can schedule the dependency graph

without any concern of BBs. Figure 13 (c) shows the dependency graph when it has

(a) CDFG

b=a 2 y=x+1

Operation 01 has to be
executed before 02.

01 •-02

Operation 01 has to be
executed before 02.

or In the same state as 02.

(b) Dependency graph

T1<="x=0

(c) Scftedule

Figure 13: Scheduling among BBs

been scheduled into three states. This is a brief and simple explanation of a schedule

that goes beyond the boundaries of BBs.

In Figure 14 we compare this schedule with a simple schedule that is limited to

scheduling of BBs. We see that the scheduling among BBs saves considerable states

both on and off the critical path. The scheduling among BBs can therefore contribute

a great deal to a HLS tool for DSP applications.

Protocols Two entities that communicate use a protocol in order to understand each other.

Let us take an example of a protocol that defines how a entity communicates a 32-bit

data through a 8-bit port to its environment. The protocol defines two ports. The



(a) CDFG

SG_0 - SG_1 T1<=*x=0'

SG_1 1 SG_2 a=1
0 SG_3

SG_2 - SG_3 b=a*2

SG_3 - SG_4 x=0

SG_4 - SG_0 y=x+1

SG_0 - SG_1 T1<="x=0"
x=0

SG_1 1 SG_2 a=1
y=x+1

0 SG_0 y=x+1

SG_2 - SG_0 b=a*2

(b) FSM table

T1<="x=0" T1<='x=0"
a=1 (nothing)
b=a*2 x=0

^x=0 y=x+1
* y=x+1

5 clocks 4 clocks

T1<=-x=0' T1<="x=0"
x=0 x=0

a=1 y=x+1
y=x+1

* b=a*2

3 clocks 2 clocks

(c) 2 execution pathis

Figure 14: Comparison of simple scheduling and scheduling among BBs

Clock •••

Num •••

0... bits 0..7 ^ bits 8..15 ^ bits 16..23 ^ bits 24..31x:-

Figure 15: Typical protocol waveform

first port is the 8-bit data port, called data. The other port is an offset port, called
num, which indicates which byte of the 32-bit word is currently on the data port. A

typical waveform of the twoports is shown in Figure 15. We can describe the protocol
in VHDL like:

d := 12653;

num 1;
data := d{l downto 0);

num := 2;
data := d(15 downto 8);

num 3;
data := d(23 downto 16);

num := 4;
data d(31 downto 24);

After synthesis the resulting schedule might be a number of different schedules, some
of which are shown in Figure 16. Figure 16 (a) is a correct schedule because it

represents the protocol described above. The second schedule is incorrect because

the value of the num port does not reflect the byte that is on the data port. BdA



produces a schedule like Figure 16 (b) because it only has dependencies between the

different num ;= operations and the data := operations. There is no indication in the

description of the order of the assignments.

d:=12653; • d:=12653;

num:=1; • num:=1;

data:=d(7 downto 0); I data:=d(7 downto 0);

num:=2; • num:=2;

data:=d(15 downto 16); 1 data:=d(15 downto 16);

num:=3; • num:=3;

data:=d(23 downto 24); I data;=d(23 downto 24);

num:=4; 1 num:=4;

data:=d(31 downto 32); 1 data:=d(31 downto 32);

(a) Correct (b) Incorrects

Figure 16: Protocol Scheduling

Procedures When describing a system a procedure may be the most natural way of de

scription. The designer then designs the procedure separately. When the the rest of

the module has been designed the TSM of the procedure is merged into the !FSM of

the module where the procedure calls are made. The datapaths will also be merged

and functional units can be shared among the procedure and the rest of the module.

An example is the MPEG module Decoder ([4]). BdA can not handle procedures and

they are therefore inlined in the VHDL description ([4]).

Fixed Shifting The MPEG algorithm contains many division operations that can be de

signed using a fixed shift. An implementation of a fixed shift is simply a shuffle of

wires from a register. BdA can not implement fixed shifting by shuffling of wires.

BdA needs a functional unit (a Barrel Shifter) to do the shift operation. Allocation

of the functional unit increases area and delay.

Memory A description of this comment can be found in Section 3.3 which handles limi

tations. However, to be able to allocate memories is a feature that has to be added if

BdA is to handle DSP applications in a successful manner.

Redundant Variables This is a minor comment but because BdA automatically allo

cates a register for each variable both area and time is wasted. An example is the

description:

a := X shl 3
b := o(3 downto 0) -f-1

BdA allocates a register for each of the variables a, b and x. In this case BdA can not

schedule these two lines in the same state because there is a dependency between them.



A human designer might be able to eliminate the variable "a", save a register and

schedule both statements in the same state. Maybe BdA shouldeliminate unnecessary

variables and save both area and time.

3.6 Evaluation of the automatic design

In this section we evaluate the automatically synthesized design derived with BdA. We do

the evaluation by comparing the gate counts and execution times to the manual designs

and the MPEG constraints.

As we discussed in [4], there is a 4000 ns time constraint on most of the MPEG modules.

But the modules Display/Mem, Fetch/Mem and Store/Mem have a time constraint of 100ns

and the Ser2Par and VBV modules have a time constraint of 75 and 25 ns.

The only constraint we have on the area is that the MPEG algorithm be implementable

on one chip. In [4] we estimated the manual design to fit in 10 x 10 mm^. Therefore, if the

automatic synthesis results in designs of similar size they are acceptable.

Area

Since weallocated the same functional units in BdA as in the manual designs the gate count

of both approaches tends to be similar. However, the inaccuracy of the estimation we have

to make for muxes and registers when using BdA, discussed in Section 3.3, increases the

gate count of the BdA designs.

Table 1 contains gate counts from both the manual and automatic approaches. The first

column of the table is the name of the module. Columns 2 and 3 are the gate counts and

column 4 Contains the factor between them. On the average BdAs gate count is 1.8 times

the manual gate count.

Name

r

Comp
DeqO
Display
Display/Mem
Fetch/Mem
Motion
Plus
Ser2Par
Store

Store/Mem
VBV

Table 1: Comparison of gate counts
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BdAs gate count is higher because of the estimation we have to do for the muxes and

registers. If the estimation is fixed the gate count wiU go down, as shown in column 5 of

the table. The gate count goes down by 24% on the average. However, as the last column

shows, the average factor between the manual and the new gate count from BdA is still 1.4.

This factor comes from BdA designs using more registers and muxes than the manual

designs. Since there are not many functional units used in each module each additional

mux or register contributes severely to the factor. The Store/Mem module, on the other

hand, does not utilize all its functional units and the gate count therefore drops below the

manual count. This also results in a slower design.

Execution Time

Table 2 contains execution times from both the manual and automatic approaches. The

first column of the table is the name of the module. Columns 2 and 3 are the execution

times and column 4 contains the factor between them. On the average BdAs execution time

is 2.3 times longer than the manual execution time.

Module Execution Time (ET) Improved BdA
Name Manual BdA A/M ET% New A/M

"Addi 3425 5500 1.6 ^381 DO
Comp 3225 9675 3.0 -65 1.1
DeqO 3325 5075 1.5 -35 1.0
Display 2550 4875 1.9 -47 1.0
Display/Mem 100 175 1.8 -43 1.0
Fetch/Mem 100 175 1.8 -43 1.0
Motion 2025 2275 1.1 -11 1.0
Plus 3275 9675 3.0 -66 1.0
Ser2Par 75 125 1.7 -40 1.0
Store 2450 2900 1.2 -16 1.0
Store/Mem 100 175 1.8 -43 1.0
VBV 25 175 7.0 -86 1.0
Average 2.3 -44 1.0

Table 2: Comparison of execution times

Overall, the BdA designs are slow and, except for the Motion and Store modules, violate

their constraints. In order to improve the execution time of the BdA designs BdA should

be implemented using the improvements discussed in the previous sections. The most

important ones are shown in Table 3.

Column 5 of Table 2 shows that implementing these improvements decreases the execu

tion time by 44%, on the average. The final column in the table shows that the execution

time then becomes comparable to the execution time of the manual design.

In order to evaluate which improvement to emphasize on, when implementing for BdA,

Table 4 shows their impact on the design of each module.
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Comp
DeqO
Display
Display/Mem
Fetch/Mem
Motion

Plus
Ser2Par
Store

Store/Mem
VBV

Table 3: Improvement

BdA ET
before

Impact of improvement

-34 -31
-32 -3

-9 -22

-14 -29

-14 -29

-14 -29
-43

Table 4; Impact of improvements on execution time of modules

Since the [1] enhancing Loops and [2] Scheduling Among BBs are frequently needed

and have a high average impact it is logical to implement those first. However, there are

improvements in the previous sections that do not contribute to the performance but are

very important. An example is the Dependency error in the compiler. This error must be

fixed before the functionality of the designs wiU be correct.

Finally, if the Dependencies error would be fixed, the five comments in the table above

and datapath pipelining would be implemented then BdA would be able to meet all the

time constraint of the MPEG.

4 Conclusion

The goal of this report is to try BdA on a typical DSP apphcation. The purpose being

to see how a current HLS tools handles the constraint of high speed and large memories

when designing a DSP application. When running BdA on the MPEG algorithm it became

evident that some of its modules have to be pipelined to meet their time constraint. These

modules where not run through BdA because BdA has no wayto produce acceptable designs

for them. AU other modules, non pipelined, were run through BdA.

The results varied between modules. For some modules BdA produces a design that



meets the time constraint and can be used directly in the overall design. For others the

result has to be manipulated severely to make them acceptable.

The comparison of the BdA results and the manual designs results in several improve

ments needed for BdA to produce acceptable designs. The most unstable part of BdA is

the VHDL compiler within BdA. The compiler is supposed to compile a VHDL descrip

tion into the internal representation (CVTQ). However, because of several errors in the

compiler the resulting CVTQ does not always represent the same function as the VHDL

description. To fix the compiler should therefore have the highest priority among aU the

improvements needed for BdA. Other important improvements are to enhance the design

of loops, scheduling among BBs, protocols and partial results.

In general, BdA has a problem with all of the major characteristics of a DSP application:

(1) Memory Intensive. It would be a major improvement if BdA could handle (multi cycle)

memories in an acceptable manner. (2) Repetition. Because of repetition DSP applications

usually have a for loop on the critical path. BdA handles loops poorly because a loop

introduces several extra states that make a slow design. It would therefore be well worth

the while to improve the BdA implementation of loops. (3) High Speed. It is evident from

our work with the MPEG algorithm that a HLS tool has to be able to produce a pipelined

design to be successful in dealing with high speed.

We can therefore conclude that considerable work is needed on BdA before it can handle

DSP applications successfully. We have mentioned some of the most important improve

ments and suggested a methodology for handling pipelined designs. If the improvements

are implemented, BdA will be able to produce designs that meet all the constraints of the

MPEG algorithm.
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